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Rock Elm inset door style in Maple finished in Dove | Island cabinets created with 
the Rock Elm inset door style in Maple finished in Blueberry | Shown in Beaded 

inset with standard slab drawer headers. 
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brochure and let your creativity flow. 

American made, handcrafted cabinetry 

built to last a lifetime. If you can dream it, 

StarMark Cabinetry can build it.

Inspiration
Explore 
    StarMark Cabinetry’s
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Rocheport inset door style in Maple finished in Marshmallow Cream 
Shown in beaded inset with optional five-piece drawer headers

Create your gourmet kitchen  
with cabinetry designed to accommodate deep stove top 

ranges, microwaves or warming drawers. Decorator panels—

that resemble your door style—complete the classic look on an 

island or on cabinet ends. A full line of detail and decorative 

pieces including legs, corbels and moulding add the finishing 

touches. You’re only limited by your imagination with custom 

built StarMark Cabinetry!
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colorAdd

to your life!



Gillette inset door style in Maple finished in Crystal Fog | Shown in flush inset with standard slab drawer headers

The soft whisper of Crystal 

Fog on Maple is sure to start 

each day with a smile, while 

creating a beautiful backdrop 

for living. StarMark Cabinetry 

offers a comprehensive palette 

of Tinted Varnish finishes. 

Didn't find your heart's desire? 

Our custom color program is 

at your service, bringing the 

perfect hue to your project.
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BOTH PAGES Fairfield inset door style in Maple finished in Marshmallow Cream | Optional five-piece drawer headers

Today’s kitchen is more than a cooking 

space. It’s a family gathering area that 

needs to accommodate multiple uses. 

Create a unique breakfast nook with storage 

benches; display decorative collections 

on matching shelves; or add an electronic 

charging station. Handcrafted one at a time, 

StarMark Cabinetry can be made to your 

specifications to fit any space.
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timefamily



10
Monroe door style in 

Cherry finished in Harvest
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A comfortable space needs to 

accommodate your use. When  

designing your kitchen, consider your 

needs. Are you a gourmet cook or an 

occasional cook? Do you need to store 

large cookware or entertainment pieces?  

Are there special needs for accessible or ADA 

compliant features? 

StarMark Cabinetry has thousands of options to 

accommodate your style. Pull out shelves and deep 

drawers eliminate bending. Spice cabinets, cutlery 

drawers, vertical storage, recycling bins and pantries 

make organization easy. Each cabinetry piece is 

handcrafted in the USA to your specifications and 

covered by a limited lifetime warranty.

BOTH PAGES Monroe door style in Cherry finished in Harvest

comfortable.Make yourself
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14
Orian door style in Alder finished 

in Rye with Ebony glaze



Come together.
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BOTH PAGES Orian door style in Alder 
finished in Rye with Ebony glaze

With over 
1,000,000 
combinations of 
colors and styles, 
StarMark Cabinetry provides 

the design flexibility you need 

to create an inviting gathering 

space. Express your decorating 

style and enjoy all the benefits of 

handcrafted custom cabinetry. 
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Farmington door style in Maple finished 
in White | Island cabinets created with the 
Farmington door style in Maple finished in 
Mocha | Optional five-piece drawer headers18
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Mix it up.
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Inset cabinetry features door and drawer headers that are fitted inside 

the face frame. This requires precision construction! Because of that, 

most manufacturers do not attempt inset cabinetry, and if they do, 

there are significant cost increases and longer production schedules. 

However, StarMark Cabinetry offers quality, affordable inset cabinetry 

delivered in an aggressive six week schedule. Inset styles are available 

with a beaded or flush face frame and choice of concealed or finial 

hinges. Quality craftsmanship and attention to detail is evident in each 

inset cabinet that StarMark Cabinetry crafts. Create a spectacular space 

with the smooth, timeless beauty of inset cabinetry. 

BOTH PAGES Alexandria inset door style in Maple finished in Macadamia and in Cherry finished in Brittany | Accented with mullions in the Heirloom pattern

homewelcome
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Alexandria inset door style in 
Maple finished in Macadamia 

and in Cherry finished in 
Brittany | Accented with 

mullions in the Heirloom pattern



ORNATE over 50 
ornate door styles 
including Peabody in Cherry finished in 

Rye with Ebony glaze, shown below

TRADITIONAL  
over 390 traditional 
door styles including Melbourne in 

Alder finished in Butterscotch with Chocolate 

glaze, shown below

COTTAGE |  
FARMHOUSE 
over 170 door styles 
including Huntingford in Oak finished in 

Marshmallow Cream with Latte glaze, 

shown below
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door styles

TRANSITIONAL over 
110 door styles including 

Oakley in Maple finished in Peppercorn 

with Chocolate glaze, shown below

CONTEMPORARY 
over 85 door styles 
including Ventura in Cherry finished in 

Slate, shown below

ARTS & CRAFTS |
SHAKER | MISSION 
over 60 door styles 
including Manhattan in Lyptus finished in 

Toffee with Chocolate glaze, shown below
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To see all the door styles,  

wood types, colors and 

decorative panels available, visit 

www.starmarkcabinetry.com 

or ask for the Colors, Styles 

& Accents brochure.

Over one hundred doors 
in six style families



SOOTHING
GREEN
including Sage, 
shown here on 
the Renwick  
door style in 
Maple

SHOWSTOPPING
BLUE
including Breeze 
with Chocolate 
glaze, shown 
here on the Taft 
door style in 
Maple

ENERGETIC
RED
including Chateaux 
Brittany, shown 
here on the Lehigh 
door style in Cherry

HANDSOME
BROWN
including Hazelnut 
with Ebony glaze, 
shown here on the 
Cosmopolitan door 
style in Alder

UNEXPECTED
GRAY
including Frost 
shown here on 
the Waynesville 
door style in 
Maple
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Thousands of 
colors to choose 
from, in eight 
color families

SOPHISTICATED
BLACK
including Villa 
Black, shown 
here on the 
Waynesville door 
style in Maple

colors BEST SELLERS
WHITE & OFF WHITE
including Dove, shown here on the 
Montico inset door style in Maple



Resin insert in Thatch pattern Resin insert in Fossil Leaves pattern

Faux look insert in Quattro Carbon

Glass insert in Cotswold pattern

Add the sparkle of glass or the glint of 

metal to your room!

StarMark Cabinetry offers these accents 

to place into your doors and drawers:

Resin Designs

Glass Options

Basic: Clear and Opaque

Tempered Textured Glass

Tinted Glass

Patterned Glass

Leaded Glass

Etched Glass

Wire Options

Faux Looks

Leather

Metal

Planked

Glass front 
doors, and 
much more

what you wantexactly

Glass insert in Baroque pattern
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To see all the door styles,  

wood types, colors and 

decorative panels available, visit 

www.starmarkcabinetry.com 

or ask for the Colors, Styles 

& Accents brochure.



See it. Love it. Have it.custom colors
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We can create cabinetry that matches 

any paint swatch. Bring the swatch to 

your StarMark Cabinetry dealer—that’s 

all it takes to start your custom Tinted 

Varnish project. 

If your heart’s desire is a color you 

spied in a magazine or in a fabric, or 

you have furniture you want to match 

or complement, talk to your StarMark 

Cabinetry dealer about preparing a 

sample of wood that will guide us in 

creating a stain for your cabinetry. 

A custom stain takes more legwork 

(from both you and us) than a custom 

paint, but we’ll put our heart into it. 

With good direction from you and our 

experience creating custom stains, the 

legwork will result in a beautiful finish 

you’ll be proud to have in your home. 

Talk to your StarMark Cabinetry dealer 

about the additional costs and delivery 

times for a custom color.

LEFT, TOP TO BOTTOM
• Breckenridge door style in Maple finished in 

custom McCormick Blue Nickel with Old World 
Distressing

• Lancaster door style in Maple finished in custom 
Recycled Glass

• Breckenridge door style in Maple finished in 
custom Rustic Red Bronze with Old World 
Distressing

OPPOSITE PAGE
Bedford door style in Maple finished in custom 
Indigo Batik
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Tempo door style in Quarter 
Sawn Oak finished in Repose 

Grey with Chocolate glaze
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BOTH PAGES Tempo door style in Quarter Sawn Oak finished in Repose Grey with Chocolate glaze
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Start your day and 

then end your day in a 

tranquil setting. A Tinted Varnish finish 

on Oak creates a soothing, harmonious 

look, while letting the Oak grain add 

subtle texture to a room's design. This 

too is soothing: StarMark Cabinetry 

craftsmen use quality construction 

methods and quality materials. They 

take pride in their work!

Zen
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Tipton door style in Cherry finished in Carbon

The crisp contrast of the Carbon stain partners 

with bright white spa-like details, and is counterbalanced with 

light wood tones and gold tone fittings. The beautiful result? 

A room that truly embodies the meaning of “sanctuary.” Your 

StarMark Cabinetry designer can create a personal place of 

refuge, perfect for a serene beginning and peaceful end to 

every day.



ABOVE Manhattan door style in Maple 
finished in Marshmallow Cream 

RIGHT Tabor door style in Cherry finished in 
Cappuccino

OPPOSITE Clockwise from top left 

Mackay inset door style in Maple finished 
in Peppercorn

Tempo door style in Cherry finished in 
Java

Tempo door style in Cherry finished in 
Chestnut

Bridgeport door style in Cherry finished 
in Natural
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Milan door style in Alder finished in 
Hazelnut with Ebony glaze 



Nothing says style and 
elegance like custom cabinetry throughout your 

home handcrafted to your specifications. 

 • living areas with entertainment and beverage centers

 • dining rooms with buffets and hutches 

 • home offices with ample storage

 •  mudrooms for hanging coats, storing shoes and 

managing clutter

 • master closets with the ultimate organization
40



OPPOSITE PAGE Brisbane door style in Maple 
finished in Macadamia with Nickel glaze and 
Cottage Distressing 

THIS PAGE Clockwise from top

Medina door style in Alder finished in Rye 
with Ebony glaze

Hudson door style in Oak finished in Java

Tempo door style in Cherry finished in Java
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ABOVE Harbor door style in Maple finished 
in custom Villa Green 

LEFT Bedford door style in Cherry finished 
in Oregano 

RIGHT Milan door style in Alder finished 
in Mocha

OPPOSITE Clockwise from top left 

Corona door style in Cherry finished in 
Nutmeg with Ebony glaze | Accented with 
Maple finished in Bordeaux

Harbor door style in Cherry finished in 
Nutmeg with Chocolate glaze

Tempo door style in Cherry finished in 
Chestnut
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Perimeter cabinets created with the Xenon and Gillette door styles in Quarter Sawn Oak finished in Slate with Chocolate glaze. Shown in flush inset with optional five-piece drawer headers.  
Island cabinets created with the DeWitt door style in Lyptus finished in Java. Shown in flush inset with standard slab drawer headers.  

Coffee station cabinets created with the Xenon door style in Alder finished in Homestead Fog. Shown in flush inset with optional five-piece drawer headers. 
44



organize
store&There’s a place for everything with 

StarMark Cabinetry’s storage features. 

Maximize every inch of cabinetry space 

with roll-outs and pull-outs, drawer 

organizers, lazy Susans and pantries.
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Roll outs & pull outs Drawers
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Lazy susans Pantries

Hundreds
  more!

Ask for the Organize & Store 

brochure to see the complete 

collection of accessories.
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STARMARK CABINETRY 
IS ENVIRONMENTALLY 
RESPONSIBLE.
StarMark Cabinetry is a certified brand 
in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers 
Association (KCMA) Environmental 
Stewardship Program. The program 
recognizes companies that 
demonstrate an ongoing commitment 
to sustainability including the use of 
environmentally responsible materials 
in cabinet products and minimized 
environmental impacts realized 
through recycling wastes and using 
low emission coatings. By achieving 
this certification, StarMark Cabinetry is 
going beyond minimum requirements 
and demonstrates leadership in 
growing a sustainable company. Fully extended, Fully hidden.

             Fully satisfying.
StarMark Cabinetry is 
CARB II compliant and 
ESP certified. 

Kitchen Cabinet 
Manufacturers Association 
Environmental 
Stewardship Program 

All products impact the 
environment. 

For ESP program criteria, 
visit kcma.org.
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Imagine this in your home: cabinet drawers that extend fully and close quietly, and cabinet doors 

that close quietly. StarMark Cabinetry drawers are standard with full extension for easy access, 

no glide hardware showing, and a whisper quiet close that steers even fully loaded drawers to 

a smooth, silent closure. Soft close doors are standard on all overlay cabinetry, and on inset 

cabinetry built with concealed hinges. 

StarMark Cabinetry
features soft close.

confidence.
StarMark Cabinetry’s construction,  

materials and all finishes are covered  

by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Invest with
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STARMARK CABINETRY CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

    OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION  INSET CONSTRUCTION

 1.  End (side) Panels 3/4" hardwood plywood veneer core-unfinished 3/4" hardwood plywood veneer core-unfinished
  Several options, including Finished, flush, furniture, beaded, decorator Finished, flush, beaded, furniture 

 2. Top/Bottom Material 1/2" veneer core plywood 1/2" veneer core plywood

 3.  Back Panels 1/4" hardwood plywood 1/2" hardwood plywood 
  option 3/8" beaded back  3/8" beaded back
  option 3/4" flush back  3/4" flush back

 4. Interior Natural birch melamine Natural birch melamine
  option Finished veneer  Finished veneer
  option Maple natural veneer  Maple natural veneer

 5. Shelf Material 3/4" veneer core plywood 3/4" veneer core plywood

 6. Base Cabinet Shelf  Two-thirds depth  Two-thirds depth
  option Full depth  Full depth

 7. Drawers & Roll Trays 5/8" birch, dovetail joinery 5/8" birch, dovetail joinery 
  Glides Soft close, full extension, under-mount Soft close, full extension, under-mount 
   Rated at 100 pound capacity Rated at 100 pound capacity 
  option Walnut drawers and roll trays Walnut drawers and roll trays

 8. Door Closure Adjustable hinges with soft close Finial hinge in five colors or 
     concealed hinge with soft close mechanism

in AmericaCrafted by hand
3
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OVERLAY 
CONSTRUCTION

INSET 
CONSTRUCTION



Alexandria and Lafontaine inset door styles in Maple finished 
in White | Island cabinets created with the Alexandria inset 

door style in Maple finished in Black | Shown in beaded inset 
with optional five-piece drawer headers50
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American Craftsmanship
Manufactured in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 
from domestic and global components.

This brochure was printed in August 2020.
Accuracy of all reprinted color is subject to printing limitations.

600 East 48th Street North • Sioux Falls, SD 57104
www.starmarkcabinetry.com

This brochure is item #1900 and is called 
the “Inspiration” brochure.

© 2020 StarMark Cabinetry

StarMark Cabinetry is CARB II compliant 
and ESP certified. 

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association 
Environmental Stewardship Program

All products impact the environment. 

For ESP program criteria,  
visit kcma.org.

SHOWN ON FRONT AND BACK COVER 
Rock Elm inset door style in Maple finished in Dove | Island 
cabinets created with the Rock Elm inset door style in Maple 
finished in Blueberry | Shown in Beaded inset with standard 
slab drawer headers. Shown with optional five-piece drawer 

headers below the range top.

DESIGN CREDITS
FRONT COVER, BACK COVER AND PAGES 2–3 This kitchen 

cabinetry was designed by Maureen Madigan, a designer 
on staff at Kitchen Intuitions, a StarMark Cabinetry dealer 

in Chatham, New Jersey. The builder for this project 
is KraftMaster Renovations in Chatham, New Jersey. 

Photography by Laura Moss Photography.

PAGES 4–5 AND 6–7 These kitchens were designed by 
Chad Smith, owner of Kitchensmith Fine Cabinetry & Design, 

a StarMark Cabinetry dealer in Natick, Massachusetts. 
Photography by Mary Prince Photography.

PAGES 8–9 The kitchen cabinetry was designed by 
Kim Platt, a designer on staff at Kitchen Intuitions in 

Chatham, New Jersey.

PAGES 18–19 This kitchen was designed by Sandy Blackman, 
a designer on staff at Jennings Builders Supply 

in Brevard, North Carolina.

PAGES 50–51 This kitchen was designed by Kari Swift, of 
Kari Swift Designs, Spokane, WA. The StarMark Cabinetry 
dealer for this project was Mike Poss of Shapes Supply, 

a StarMark Cabinetry dealer in Arlington Heights, IL.

  Before and after transformations posted on 
www.facebook.com/starmarkcabinetry

 www.pinterest.com/starmarkcabinet/

 www.youtube.com/user/starmarkcabinet

 www.houzz.com/pro/starmarkcabinetry/starmark-cabinetry

 www.instagram.com/starmarkcabinetry/

 Send questions to inquiresm@starmarkcabinetry.com

 Newsletter sign up on www.starmarkcabinetry.com


